




 Possible DD

TL;DR: Just like Michael Burry and RC called out shorting on GME in their investor letters, secretive Swiss
family office Memento S.A. openly called out naked shorting on their Sears stock and demanded something be
done. This was months before Sears went bankrupt, and years before Sears "squeezed" alongside other zombie
stocks last January 2021.

EDIT: Just got reported that I'm suicidal while playing PS4 so guesssss we're on the right track fuck you Kenny pay us

EDIT 7: added at the bottom but we might have a Swiss investigtory journalist ape that might reach out to
Memento S.A.!

In recent posts--whether discussing "The Big Mall Short" and how Carl Icahn, Apollo Global shorted malls in CMBX.6, or
a recent post on negative cost to borrow rates--I've been finding ever more and more historical fuckery for older now
non-existent stocks. Just last post, I covered how I had my own TIL with Krispy Kreme, and its insane FTDs when it first
launched:

In 2017 months before its bankruptcy, Sears got a letter near seething with rage. The 
secretive Swiss family office Memento S.A. had 1 demand: tell them to stop fucking 
naked shorting our stock. - Feb. 6, 2022
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Not before going into the fact that Sears had its own NEGATIVE cost to borrow rate at one time.

Sears is important to the GME saga for many reasons, not least of which it was one of the zombie stocks that sneezed in
January, and was caught by users such as u/joncohenproducer in posts like these:

As one of the most dark parts of the saga, the rise of zombie stocks (dead or bankrupted companies) and their securities
moving both during and after the sneeze matters very much to what happened during the sneeze, what may have been
planned for GME, and a history of the fucking of American & global workers, pensioners, and investors worldwide.

Which is why I was surprised to find a quiet family office in 2017 had sent a letter just a few months within the year
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before Sears went tits up.

The most recent family office that everyone now knows is Bill Hwang's Archegos, which may have blown up and
potentially left Credit Suisse bagholding. They aren'y required to disclose in the same manners that hedge funds are with
the SEC, and often lie in the dark.

Which is why I was surprised to hear that one spoke up. Specifically about Sears, months before it went bankrupt. That
family office was Memento S.A.:

**About Memento:**Memento is a Geneva-based long-term oriented value investor seeking to identify deeply
undervalued opportunities in which boards of directors can take immediate and decisive action to significantly increase
shareholder value. Memento is the investment manager of the Elarof Trust, a shareholder with nearly 2 million shares
of ownership in the Company, and acts as family office of the Swiss-based Spadone family, the beneficiary owner of
the Elarof Trust.

Memento seeks to engage in constructive dialogue with Sears' Board and management. Memento has retained
Olshan Frome Wolosky, LLP as legal counsel to advise on its engagement and discussions with the Company. 

**Investor Contact:**Alessandro Mauceri

Either their current or old office in Geneva, Switzerland
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Baron von Fuckstick extraordinare Eddie Lampert

This letter was addressed to Sears boardmembers in the wake of then fuckstick and hedgie extraordinaire CEO Eddie 
Lampert mismanaging the company into a fucking wall. What they chose to openly talk about (I could feel them wanting 
to wring some necks with this one) is something all GME and meme stock holders are accustomed to:

The three slides reading Figure 1 2 or 3 are from the actual letter. All others are ones I included:
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Link: https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/memento-delivers-open-letter-to-sears-holdings-board-
300568216.html

GENEVA, Dec. 7, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Memento S.A. ("Memento"), the family office of an investor in Sears
Holdings Corporation ("Sears" or, the "Company") (NASDAQ: SHLD), delivered a letter to Sears' board of
directors (the "Board") today to express concerns regarding historical patterns of alarming short-selling activity
in the Company's shares and to ensure the Board is taking whatever actions may be required to curb any similar
short-selling issues that may arise in the future.

The full text of the letter follows:

December 7, 2017

Sears Holdings Corporation Board of Directorsc/o Corporate SecretarySears Holdings CorporationLaw Department3333
Beverly RoadHoffman Estates, Illinois 60179

Dear Board Members:

The Elarof Trust ("Elarof") is a shareholder of Sears Holding Corporation ("Sears" or, the "Company") with nearly 2
million shares of ownership in the Company. Memento is the investment manager of the Elarof Trust and acts as family
office of the Swiss-based Spadone family, the beneficiary owner of the Elarof Trust. 

We are a long-term oriented value investor seeking to identify deeply undervalued opportunities in which boards of
directors can take immediate and decisive action to significantly increase shareholder value.

Sears represents a significant investment for Elarof, and we have invested in Sears because of our belief in the long-
term value of its vast national network of over 1,100 Sears and Kmart retail stores across the United States, the strength
of its well-established proprietary brands, its position as the nation's leading provider of appliance and product repair
services, and its insurance subsidiary. Our investment in Sears has taken in to consideration many factors, including its
significant stakeholders who are closely aligned with its success, such as its vendors, customers, and over 140,000
employees. We believe Sears has the potential for strong financial performance once it addresses a few critical concerns
including, among others, the high volume of short-selling activity in its shares.

We are writing at this time to highlight certain issues that have been plaguing the Company's shares on-and-off
over the past two years that require your immediate attention to prevent further deterioration in shareholder
value. We have been closely monitoring these recent developments at Sears and, while we remain optimistic about the
Company's potential for long-term growth and shareholder value creation, we seek to engage in constructive discussions
with the Company's Board of Directors (the "Board") and management to address our deep concerns surrounding
the integrity of the Company's securities ("SHLD shares" or, the "Common Stock"). 

Figure 1 from their letter.
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There have been several occasions over the past two years in which the market has indicated that more short 
positions exist in the market than SHLD shares available to borrow, as shown by the unusually high volume of 
short-selling activity relative to the Company's real available float of outstanding shares. For the reasons set forth 
below, we believe that this shortage of available shares in the marketplace heightens volatility and places downward 
pressure on the share price.

We believe the Board must promptly investigate and address this activity to prevent further decline in 
shareholder value, including (i) the formation of an independent Board committee to look after the equity 
ownership interests of all shareholders, (ii) seeking an SEC investigation in to the potential violations of 
Regulation SHO and a temporary suspension of short-selling in SHLD shares, and (iii) the evaluation of strategic 
alternatives such as going private.

Our interests are aligned with all Sears shareholders in seeking stable and sustainable growth in the value of SHLD 
shares. As such, we respectfully request the Company provide its investors with adequate assurances that it is taking the

steps necessary to effectively address the urgent problem of naked short selling in its shares by establishing
sophisticated internal controls and seeking appropriate regulatory action.

Excessive Short Interest

Naked shorting involves selling a stock short without first locating the shares for delivery at settlement. Such a practice is
in violation of Regulation SHO, a 2005 SEC rule. Regulation SHO provides that brokerage firms may not accept orders
for short sales without having borrowed the stock or having "reasonable grounds" to believe that it can be secured. This
is known as the "locate" requirement. The SEC further noted that the practice of naked short selling can be
abusive and drive down share prices.

We have observed on several occasions that the number of shares of Common Stock outstanding have fallen below
short interest activity as measured by real available float. As shown below, short interest in SHLD shares has
fluctuated between 12 to 19 million shares in the past two years. In early 2017 we identified that, not taking
derivatives into account, there were more stocks lent than the real float, causing a deficit of 3.6 million shares.

Figure 2 from their letter.

We observed similar behavior in options activity for SHLD shares. Based on our analysis, it would not be
possible for market makers to appropriately hedge their investments and, consequently, deliver the shares of
options when exercised. If all of the open put or call contracts were exercised, it would be impossible for market
makers to locate and deliver shares for settlement within the legally required time period of three business
days.

Sears' put open interest as a percentage of shares outstanding has fluctuated between 30% to 40% of the
Company's market capitalization, indicating that between 30 to 40 million shares are waiting to be delivered for
these contracts. This is despite the fact that the Company's real available float remains between 12 to 20 million
shares.
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Sears' put open interest as a percentage of shares outstanding has fluctuated between 30% to 40% of the 
Company's market capitalization, indicating that between 30 to 40 million shares are waiting to be delivered for 
these contracts. This is despite the fact that the Company's real available float remains between 12 to 20 million 
shares.

Taken from a Baker Street Capital slide deck on Sears, that I posted in another recent post

The call open interest is also rising but remains well below the put open interest.

We have learned through our own experience in lending SHLD shares that several institutions/brokers were
unable to timely locate shares when we recalled them. It took ten or more days for us to receive our lent shares
back.

We recalled about 1 million shares twice this year with various institutions/brokers in order to transfer the
shares to another counterparty. In both cases our brokers failed to deliver, and the SHLD share price soared
between 30 to 100% after our recall. 

Remind you of any company?
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We also note that the lending rate of Sears in 2017 has often reached levels close to 100%, indicating a high
borrow cost that creates further incentives for naked short selling. This high interest rate raises the specter that
market makers are engaged in naked short selling to avoid the high borrow cost associated with covered short sales.

Such behavior would violate the requirements of Regulation SHO. As their only recourse to prevent such an
outcome, institutions/brokers would be forced to buy SHLD shares in the open market, which risks causing a
spike in the price of SHLD shares, a pattern that would artificially distort the Company's value and increase its
volatility in the marketplace.

From another post referencing this SeekingAlpha bit, mentioning a sneeze in early 2017 just a few months before this letter

When asked to explain their delay, these institutions/brokers indicated that the shares may have been borrowed 
by market makers who are subject to less stringent locate requirements and who have the ability to return 
shares later in certain circumstances as a result. We observed that the SHLD inventories for borrowing stocks 
were massively below what was reported to the SEC, and Markit informed us that the double-counting of some 
stocks could cause them to be lent over several times. This is alarming and demonstrates that the same shares 
may be sold short more than once.
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The shares of SHLD stock owned by restricted shareholders cannot be borrowed against in the marketplace to cover
short sales. Taking this in to account, the real float of Common Stock has fallen below the short interest on
several occasions in the past two years. Sears has reason to know this occurs based on the volume of short-selling
activity in the marketplace compared to the percentage of outstanding shares restricted from securities lending. It is clear
to us based on our own experience in securities lending of SHLD shares and monitoring the Company's real float that
there have been repeated instances of widespread naked short-selling in the Company's shares, with the short interest
exceeding total Common Stock outstanding when excluding restricted shares.

Naked short selling has the effect of placing immense downward pressure on share price over time, since an unlimited
supply of any commodity, including SHLD shares, places downward pressure on its price. At a time when Sears'
employees, vendors and customers worry about the Company's long-term viability, we believe that the Board must treat
this particularly delicate matter with the highest priority. Immediate action is necessary from the Company to prevent
further destabilization and depression in the price of SHLD shares.
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We request that the Board establish an Equity Ownership Committee comprised of independent Board members
for the purpose of protecting the interests of all shareholders by monitoring real float versus short interest and
seeking stable and sustainable growth in the price of SHLD shares. 

We further recommend that the Board seek a temporary restriction on short-selling in the SHLD shares to allow the
Company to instead focus on more urgent operational priorities. In addition, we believe that these facts warrant an
SEC investigation in to the repeated instances of naked short-selling of SHLD shares in violation of Regulation
SHO.

Lastly, we recommend that the Board consider strategic alternatives such as going private to allow the Company to focus
on enhancing long-term shareholder value instead of monitoring short-selling activity in the marketplace.

We look forward to continuing our discussions and engaging with the Company to address these troubling concerns on
behalf of all shareholders. 

Sincerely,

Alessandro Maucerimemento S.A.

-----------------------------------

The letter reminds me of among many things in the saga, even the letters that investors like Michael Burry sent to GME:

Through August 15th, a total of 11 trading days, 50,399,534 shares have traded. At this rate, for the month of
August and for the third month in a row, the number of shares traded will exceed the total number of shares
outstanding. Because of such high volume, we maintain that GameStop could pull off perhaps the most
consequential and shareholder-friendly buyback in stock market history with elegance and stealth....

Notably, as of July 31st, 2019, Bloomberg reports short interest in GameStop stock at 57,226,706 shares – this is
about 63% of the 90,268,940 outstanding GameStop shares at last report.

Or even Ryan Cohen, now Chairman of the company:

Unfortunately, it is evident to usthat GameStop currently lacksthe mindset, resources and plan needed to become a
dominant sector player. The Company remains in long-term secular decline due to its apparent unwillingness to pivot
with urgency and grow with gamers. As evidence, stockholders have seen the value of their equity decline by nearly
68% over the past three years and decline by nearly 85% over the past five years. 2 GameStop is also one of the
most shorted stocks in the entire market, which speaks volumes about investors’ lack of confidence in the current
leadership team’s approach...

Both Michael Burry and RC are investing geniuses, and I know that given what happened with Sears and Memento S.A.
watching while its stock was shorted into the fucking ground, they know even if not the specifics of this letter, know of the
specifics of thousands of letters like this all watching as their stock gets stuffed into the cellar...



TL;DR: Just like Michael Burry and RC called out shorting on GME in their investor letters, secretive Swiss
family office Memento S.A. openly called out naked shorting on their Sears stock and demanded something be
done. This was months before Sears went bankrupt, and years before Sears "squeezed" alongside other zombie
stocks last January 2021.

-------------------------------------------------------

EDIT 2: While we're here, reminded me of this Sears fact I saw in the T I L reddit of sub, but did you know: "TIL Sears
once sold on mail order an entire house as a giant DIY kit. There were over 370 home designs, and the house
had over 30,000 parts worth 25 tons". And it could be assembled in 90 days! This was back when Sears was basically
Amazon before Amazon!

for pun lovers, some pick me ups from mayo filled crime
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Also someone pointed out this is apparently a really famous cheesy Sears ad. For pun lovers:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4rqZZgVxnCk

EDIT: WOO! SOMEONE JUST POPPED MY CHERRY! I JUST GOT
REPORTED FOR SUICIDAL THOUGHTS WHILE PLAYING ON MY PS4
LOL GO FUCK YOURSELF KENNY

Also can anyone vouch? LOL look at the crisis number, this would be a funny irony:

A concerned redditor reached out to us about you.

When you're in the middle of something painful, it may feel like you don't have a lot of options. But whatever you're
going through, you deserve help and there are people who are here for you.

Text CHAT to Crisis Text Line at 741741

That number...

EDIT 4: Last thing, some of you apes reminded me of an amazing thing that Dr. Trimbath said recently as she had
apparently addressed what had had companies like Sears in her book "Naked Short and Greedy":

https://twitter.com/SusanneTrimbath/status/1490070909863956480?cxt=HHwWgMCsiaHm5a0pAAAA

Whether it be GME, Sears, or any other injustice, find your pitchfork moment and protest against it. Buy, hold, DRS.

EDIT 5: tres cool mes amis et mon apes!
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turns out we have a badass swiss ape from superstonk hot on the trail! Say hello to u/de_bappe!

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/smggok/rc_sears_tweet_cracked_skull_and_sears_a_skull_is/

You can read their comment in u/Flokki_the_Monk, and I'm sure mods can verify further if needed (posts show their def
Swiss! fondue gang 4 lyfe!) but they are looking to reach out to Memento S.A. potentially!

Okay apes. I’m a independent journo based in switzerland and this got my butthole tingling like crazy. So I’m
going to contact MEMENTO SA and try to get them to talk to me with this email. Can any wrinklier brains
proof read this in case I got something wrong? Thanks

Hello

My Name is ———, a journalist based in switzerland, and I’m currently working for ———.

I’m researching any swiss involvement in the GamesStop incident from a year ago. It is my belief that the practice of
naked shorting is being used to purposely bankrupt companies unlucky enough to be targeted by the entities that
conduct the naked shorting.

Go read that thread and provide u/de_bappe any proofreading or ideas you might have!

No friends lost here! We got your back u/de_bappe!
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